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Coherent feedback control of two-dimensional excitons
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Electric dipole radiation can be controlled by engineering of the photonic environment. A coherent interaction
between forward and backward emission depends interferometrically on the position of a nearby mirror. The
transverse coherence of exciton emission in a single layer of MoSe2 and the highly radiatively broadened nature
of our samples removes fundamental physical limitations of previous experiments employing pointlike dipoles.
This enables full control over the exciton radiative coupling rate and total linewidth at cryogenic temperatures
from near zero to 1.8 ± 0.4 meV and from 0.9 to 2.3 ± 0.1 meV, respectively.
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The transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) MoSe2 and
MoS2 become direct band-gap semiconductors when isolated
in monolayer form [1–3], transferring a significant fraction
of the interband spectral weight to a strong and spectrally
narrow excitonic resonance [4,5]. Coherence [6], spin-valley
interactions [7,8], strain effects [9], few-body electron physics
[10,11], many-body physics [12–14], and engineered con-
finement [15,16] have all been studied using TMD excitons.
Monolayer and few-layer TMDs were first prepared by me-
chanical exfoliation [1,2,17] and were typically n-doped and
inhomogeneously broadened by substrate roughness. Four-
wave mixing techniques were used to investigate the interplay
among homogeneous, inhomogeneous, and radiative broaden-
ing in TMD samples [18–20]. By adding electrostatic control
via a gate, the semiconductor could be made neutral [11,12].
Encapsulation of TMDs in atomically flat hBN (hexagonal
boron nitride) has enabled further improvements [21–23].
While some residual imperfections persist [24–27], sample
qualities sufficient to manifest quantum coherent effects are
now achievable.

Electric dipole radiation can be controlled by coherent
optical feedback, as has previously been studied by modulat-
ing the photonic environment for point dipoles placed both
in optical cavities [28–30] and near metal mirrors [31,32].
Modifying the electromagnetic environment by using a mirror
to engineer the local photonic density of states can affect
the radiative decay rate of a dipole [28,32]. In addition to
those involving the electric dipoles of fluorescent molecules
[31,32], trapped ions [33,34], and quantum dots [35–37],
similar studies have been conducted with surface plasmon-
polaritons [38] and with an acoustic gong [39]. For a perfect
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0D dipole placed near a perfectly reflective spherical concave
mirror, the radiative coupling and total linewidth could in
principle be modulated from near zero to twice their vacuum
values [32]. Experimentally, this effect is much smaller due
to the subunity quantum efficiency of real dipoles and their
decoherence properties. The use of planar mirrors (or finite
numerical aperture [33]) for practical reasons also partially
obscures the interference effect. For a planar mirror, inter-
ference effects on the radiative coupling and total linewidth
decrease rapidly with mirror-dipole distance because of the
high numerical aperture of the emission pattern. However, the
situation is different for excitons in two-dimensional systems
because the delocalized nature of the planar exciton leads to
conservation of transverse momentum [40–42], meaning that
the exciton emission is angularly restricted. This opens the
possibility of full manipulation of the radiative coupling even
when the mirror is many wavelengths from the emitter.

The features that make this system a good test bed for new
excitonic and optical physics [43] also make it attractive for
engineering applications. Coupling mirror-membrane position
to the frequency, linewidth, and strength of a resonance is of
interest for optomechanics. Controllably reducing the intrinsic
linewidth could greatly enhance the size of this optomechan-
ical coupling relative to linewidth, which is an important
metric for these devices. For nonlinear and quantum optics,
the relative magnitude of the nonlinear coupling would be
similarly advantageous [44,45]. High-quality TMDs grown
by chemical vapor deposition [46,47] and then laser annealed
to improve sample quality [48] offer a path toward scalable
quantum engineering applications by removing the material
quality repeatability issues and area restrictions present in
exfoliated samples.

We report on the effect of varying the distance between
the monolayer semiconductor MoSe2 and a metal mirror on
the MoSe2 exciton resonance (X0). A low-finesse photonic
mode is formed between the mirror and MoSe2, and light cou-
pling out of this cavity interferes with light directly emitted
by the exciton. As the mirror is translated, the interference
condition at the MoSe2 varies between destructive and con-
structive, strongly modifying the reflection of the device. The
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FIG. 1. Sample characterization. (a) A schematic of the het-
erostructure device. The Au mirror is mounted on a mechanical
actuator so that z can be varied. (b) A microscope image of the
sample. The monolayer MoSe2 region is outlined in burgundy. A
few-layer graphene flake outlined in black on the bottom of the stack
electrostatically isolates the MoSe2 from the SiO2 substrate. The
bottom hBN is outlined in blue. (c) Spatial maps of the maximum
dip in reflection at X0, and its center wavelength λX0 from a region
of the sample corresponding to the area outlined with dashed white
lines in panel (b). (d) Selected reflection spectra corresponding to the
marked positions in panel (c). These spectra were collected at 4 K
with the mirror positioned slightly away from maximum destructive
interference.

magnitude of the reflection at X0 can vary from near zero
to near unity, and the absorption varies in a complementary
way. This interference condition also affects the radiative
coupling of X0 to the environment, and at maximal destructive
interference the coupling can be almost entirely suppressed, in
theory limited only by mirror losses. Conversely, at maximal
constructive interference, this coupling is twice its vacuum
value. Since X0 is primarily radiatively broadened (a ratio
of up to 3:1 in our samples, enabled by recent advances in
two-dimensional [2D] material sample fabrication [21–23]),
this modulation of the radiative coupling from near zero to
1.8 ± 0.4 meV induces a similar effect on the total linewidth
from 0.9 to 2.3 ± 0.1 meV.

We fabricate heterostructures of MoSe2 encapsulated in
hBN and then transfer these stacks onto fused silica substrates
[49,50]. A microscope image of the sample used for the data
presented in this paper is shown in Fig. 1(b), and a schematic
of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1(a). Experiments are
conducted within an optical cryostat at 4 K. A gold mirror on a
mechanical actuator is placed in close proximity to the MoSe2

heterostructure. The mirror is translated along the optical axis,
and at selected z positions reflectance measurements are made
using a grating spectrometer. Measurements were automated
using the PYTHON instrument control package Instrumental
[51]. Note that z is the optical path length between the mirror
and the MoSe2. This method of mirror translation isolates the
effect of coherent electromagnetic feedback since it is entirely
free of coupling to strain or electric field in the TMD. More
experimental details can be found in Ref. [52]. Because we

excite with ∼15 nW of optical power, the excitation occupa-
tion number during the measurement is very low, ∼10−3 [52].
Thus, our experiments correspond to probing radiative reac-
tion in the regime of perturbative quantum electrodynamics
[53].

Maps of the magnitude of the dip in reflectance at X0 and
its center frequency and wavelength (ωX0 , λX0 ) are shown in
Fig. 1(c). The mirror is near but not at maximum destructive
interference. As observed by others [21,22], there is inhomo-
geneity on a few-micron scale in both λX0 and the magnitude
of the reflection. Nonetheless, some areas of the sample are
radiatively broadened. In Fig. 1(d), spots are selected to show
both a range of sample quality and λX0 .

A heat map of the reflectance as a function of mirror
position is shown in Fig. 2(a), along with selected line cuts
of the same data in Fig. 2(c). The X0 resonance appears as a
dip (the central bright band) that varies in magnitude, width,
and center frequency as the mirror is translated across a full
fringe. We define zd and zc as the mirror positions for maximal
destructive and constructive interference respectively, as in
Fig. 2(b). When the reflection from the mirror interferes de-
structively with that from the MoSe2, the radiative coupling of
X0 becomes very small and the dip disappears below the noise
floor [zd,1 and zd,2 in Fig. 2(a)]. Surprisingly, the minimum
reflection over z does not occur at zc, but rather occurs at
each of two mirror positions on either side of zc. At these two
reflection minima (zm,1 = 835 nm and zm,2 = 1015 nm), the
reflectance is ≈6%, while in between it reaches 43% at zc.

This surprising effect is due to an interplay between the ra-
diative coupling rate (γr) and nonradiative coupling rate (γnr).
At zc, constructive interference leads to maximal radiative
broadening. Here, the exciton is primarily radiatively broad-
ened and γr is larger than γnr + γib,eff . We define γtot = γr +
γnr + γib,eff as the total linewidth, where γib,eff is the effective
contribution to the total linewidth from a constant Gaussian
inhomogeneous broadening γib. Please see Refs. [52,54,55]
for more details of the subtle difference between γib and
γib,eff . For most purposes, γib and γib,eff can be thought of as
equivalent.

We note that in an ideal material (γr � γnr, γib,eff ) the
reflectance feature at zc would be very small and the mini-
mum reflectance would approach unity. However, in our real
sample, γnr and γib,eff increase the depth of the reflectance
feature at zc so that the minimum reflectance is 43%. This
occurs because the intrinsic reflectivity of the exciton is
a metric of the ratio γr/γtot [22]. As this ratio increases,
the intrinsic reflectivity of the exciton becomes higher and
the reflectance feature becomes smaller. When the mirror is
moved in either direction from zc, the decrease in γr causes
the ratio γr/γnr to be reduced. This causes the exciton to
absorb more light, and the reflectance feature deepens until
reaching its minimum value at zm,1/2. At zm,1/2, impedance
matching leads to a maximum absorption of near unity. The
exciton also begins to spectrally narrow, since the contribution
of γr to the total linewidth is reduced. As the mirror is moved
past zm,1/2 and toward destructive interference at zd,1/2, γr
continues to decrease. This causes the X0 feature to shrink and
spectrally narrow until it eventually disappears. Near zd,1/2,
the total linewidth is dominated by γnr and γib,eff , so that
γtot ≈ γnr + γib,eff .
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FIG. 2. Experimental and modeled reflectance. (a) Measured and modeled reflectance spectra near the X0 resonance as z is varied over a
full fringe. Measurements at 4 K. Note that these data come from near the region marked with a purple circle in Fig. 1(c). (b) A schematic
representation of the effect of mirror position z on the the exciton resonance. The black double-headed arrow represents the exciton electric
dipole, and the blue and orange curves represent the electric field emitted toward and away from the mirror, respectively. The electric field
reflected by the mirror is represented in green. To the right of the monolayer, the fields interfere either constructively or destructively depending
on mirror position. The corresponding schematic plots represent the modulation of amplitude and linewidth of the X0 feature. The zd and zc
values, shown for the destructive and constructive interference cases respectively, assume a perfect mirror with zero skin depth. For simplicity,
multiple reflections and the full heterostructure have been omitted. (c) Selected line cuts of the measured and modeled reflectance in the spectral
region of X0. The black arrows indicate increasing z. (d) Measured reflectance, both absolute and normalized, at two z positions highlighting
the modulation of total linewidth.

Note that the center frequency ωX0 of the dip changes with
mirror position as well. When the light reflected from the
mirror is exactly in or out of phase with that back-emitted
from the MoSe2, the dip is at its vacuum frequency (ω0),
and ωX0 = ω0. However, away from either of these positions,
dispersion over the X0 resonance causes a spectrally asym-
metric interference condition, which shifts the effective line
center ωX0 .

We model the TMD exciton using a Lorentzian suscepti-
bility, which accounts for radiative broadening γr and nonra-
diative broadening γnr [22,56]:

χexc = − c

ω0d

γr,0

ω − ω0 + iγnr
2

, (1)

where ω0 is the exciton vacuum center frequency, ω is the
optical frequency, c is the speed of light, and d is the MoSe2

thickness. The homogeneous reflectance Rω0 (ω) is calculated
for the full heterostructure and mirror stack using a transfer

matrix method [57]. Inhomogeneous broadening effects are
included by convolving Rω0 (ω) with a Gaussian of character-
istic width γib to obtain the full reflectance R(ω). Selected line
cuts and their z positions were simultaneously fit to this model
to find global values for γr , γnr , γib, and ωX0 ; see Ref. [52]
for more details. Plots of the modeled reflectance are shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c). Both qualitatively and quantitatively
the model matches closely with the experimental data. See
Ref. [52] for a discussion of the small discrepancies, an
estimate of the uncertainty in the fitted parameters, and a
comparison of two different methods for extracting the z
position.

From both the experimental data and the model, we ex-
tract full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) linewidths, which
are shown in Fig. 3(a). As a function of mirror position, the
linewidth γtot varies from ∼0.9 meV near zd to ∼2.3 meV
at zc for a total modulation of ∼2.5×, while in the model
it varies from 0.9 to 2.4 meV, or ∼2.6×. This modulation
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FIG. 3. Extracted and modeled linewidths. (a) The FWHM
linewidth γtot both from the model and extracted from the exper-
imental data. Note that we cannot extract linewidth data over the
full range of the experimental data, since near zd the X0 resonance
is almost completely extinguished. Also shown are γr and γnr from
the model. (b) Center frequency ωX0 for both model and experiment.
(c) Minimum reflectance for both model and experiment. The shad-
ing in panels (a)–(c) represents the uncertainties in the model; see
Ref. [52]. (d) Simplified models of the total linewidth modulation for
both a point and 2D dipole, assuming a perfect mirror with zero skin
depth. The top panel shows the ideal case with coherent quantum
efficiency in vacuum η0 = 1, and the bottom panel shows the case
with η0 = 0.45. Both are shown alongside the experimental data.

can also be clearly seen in Fig. 2(d). The change in γr of
the X0 resonance is the primary cause of the change in γtot,
and the values of γr extracted from the model vary from
near zero at zd to 1.8 ± 0.4 meV (440 ± 100 GHz) at zc. Near
zd , γtot is dominated by the contribution of γnr and γib,eff ,
while at zc, radiative coupling dominates, with a ratio of
γr/(γnr + γib,eff ) ∼ 3.

Modeled and experimental values for ωX0 and the minimum
reflectance shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) agree as well. The line
shift of ≈1 meV (240 GHz) is significant relative to γtot.

Lastly, in Fig. 3(d) we compare our data to a simplified
model of both a 2D dipole and a point dipole. The 2D
case highlights that the transverse coherence and delocalized
nature of the exciton causes light emission into specific modes
rather than the full numerical aperture. We define the coherent
quantum efficiency in vacuum η0 = γr,0/γtot, which differs
from the incoherent quantum efficiency γr,0/(γr,0 + γnr ). For
our purpose, η0 is the relevant quantity because the linewidth
modulation effect depends on the coherent interference of
emitted waves. For a 2D dipole, the total linewidth γtot (x) as a
function of normalized mirror position x = 4πz

λ0
is [52]

γtot (x)

γtot,0
= 1 − η0 cos x, (2)

where γtot,0 is the total linewidth in vacuum and λ0 is the
wavelength in vacuum. The equivalent expression for a 0D
dipole is given in Ref. [52].

It is clear that for an ideal 2D dipole (η0 = 1) and a
perfect planar mirror, the linewidth can be fully modulated
even when the mirror is far from the dipole. This is not true
in the 0D dipole case, because integrating emission over the
full numerical aperture obscures the interference effect as z
increases. Also shown is a plot for η0 = 0.45 chosen to match
the superimposed experimental data.

As can be seen clearly in Fig. 3(d), no 0D dipole in front
of a flat mirror (even with a perfect mirror and η0 = 1) could
produce the behavior seen in the experiments. While defects
and inhomogeneity likely prevent the excitons from being
delocalized over the entire excitation area, the amplitude and
phase of the experimental γtot is strong evidence that they are
delocalized on a length scale of the same order as the optical
wavelength.

We have demonstrated coherent control over an exciton
resonance by positioning a mirror in close proximity to the
monolayer semiconductor MoSe2, showing near complete
modulation of the reflection at X0. The concurrent change
in radiative coupling rate induces a change in total linewidth
of ∼2.5×, demonstrating the dominant role of radiative cou-
pling for excitons in monolayer MoSe2 and serving as an
important verification of theoretical models used to describe
excitonic physics in TMD materials. For engineering appli-
cations, the modulation of the X0 resonance could greatly
enhance optomechanical couplings, while the effective en-
hancement of nonlinearities [44] is useful for nonlinear optics
and quantum optics. Our strain-free and DC-electric-field-free
method of mirror positioning has allowed us to study the
underlying photonic interference effect present in the system,
and the unprecedented control over the radiative coupling
of an excitonic resonance paves the way for many future
experiments.

Note added. During preparation of this paper, we became
aware of preprints presenting similar work by Y. Zhou et al.
[58], H. H. Fang et al. [59], and J. Horng et al. [60]. See
Ref. [52] for a short discussion of where the results presented
here fit in the context of these similar works.
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